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“The human-animal hybrid army of Satan will be released with the
fallen angels. Most will be stunned at what they are seeing, yet those
who know Me will prevail. "Gone are the days of freedom now."
I felt I was to wait until today (11-11-18) to release this post. As always,
please take this to the LORD in prayer for confirmation.
Yesterday (11-10-18), I had just started my shift at work so was focusing
on the things for the day and what I would be doing, when the
following phrase came to mind: “Felix, Double Helix”
I then got the picture of the old cartoon character, Felix the Cat, who
had human-like characteristics. I understood this odd phrase was in
reference to human-animal DNA manipulation.
The LORD Yeshua (Jesus) then spoke this into my spirit:
“The human-animal hybrid army of Satan will be released with the
fallen angels. Most will be stunned at what they are seeing, yet those
who know Me will prevail. Gone are the days of freedom now. The rise
of the beast is occurring. What you read about in myths and legends
will be rising in front of your face to destroy all humanity; this I will NOT
allow.
Remnant warriors get ready. Battle in the heavenlies as you have
known, for My angelic hosts are with you. The destruction of this
dimension will not occur until the time that the Royal Kingdom is
established.

Don’t think you can fight the evil of Satan on your terms. You MUST
fight with HOLINESS and RIGHTEOUSNESS, using My Word as the
Sword. Speak forth that which My Spirit brings up, for those will be the
weapons against the demonic forces. I rebuked Satan with My Word, so
must YOU.
Gather together through prayer and fasting, for the time of demonic
unleashing is coming quickly.
This will be the testing of the saints like never seen in history.
Persevere and fight the good fight, staying true to My Word.
Fires of Holiness will be seen on my remnant warriors, just as it was
seen on Moses.
Free yourself from ALL that binds you.
Let Me wash you clean from ALL of your sins, so Satan can’t come in to
destroy you.
Press forward.
Look up to Me for your strength, for the battles will be fierce before I
return.
Yet in the midst of the storms, there I AM.”

